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1 Abstract 
This document describes and evaluates the implementation of a Racing Game using the DirectX and 

PhysX API’s.  
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2 Introduction 
Overhaul is an Arcade Racing Game created to demonstrate the use of advanced AI, physics, HLSL, 

sound and input with DirectX in realising a functional prototype game application. A Racing game was 

chosen because sports games, in general, have a fairly limited and understandable rule set, and are 

played within a constricted area. Arcade Racing games focus more on delivering enjoyable gameplay 

than a highly realistic driving simulation. Another reason for choosing a racing game is that I had 

carried out research into Racing AI for an assignment in the “CS 1130A: Artificial Intelligence for 

Games” module and wanted to put some of the researched techniques into practice. 

The major ‘special feature’ of Overhaul is the Racing AI, opponent cars are created which attempt to 

race around the track while avoiding collisions with scenery, the player and each other. The AI is 

mainly based on the approach presented by Gari Biasillo of Electronic Arts [Gari Biasillo - EA. (2002) , AI Game 

Programming Wisdom, Charles River Media], with further influences coming from Jeff Hannan of Codemasters [Jeff 

Hannan, CodeMasters. (~2000) ,AI Junkie Interview, http://www.ai-junkie.com/misc/hannan/hannan.html]  along with adaptations 

specific to this implementation which are detailed below.  

Another ‘special feature’ of Overhaul is the integration of the PhysX Physics API into the game. PhysX 

is used to enable collision detection and response with the track collision geometry and various scene 

objects. PhysX also drives the vehicle simulation used to model the cars within the game. In order to 

integrate PhysX effectively, a content pipeline was designed to take physics data from the 3D 

modelling package, through the game and into the physics simulation. 

A lot of work went into designing and creating a content pipeline for Overhaul. The aim was to develop 

a system that was robust, re-usable, quick and user-friendly. It was decided early on that the ability to 

modify the racing game using a point and click interface would be advantageous over a hard-coded or 

text-file based data input. Rather than write a bespoke interface or level editor, the decision was made 

to use an existing 3d modelling package such as 3DS Max to create the level geometry and also to 

script other properties or behaviours, which were then exported into various .X files, and imported 

into the games engine. In order to achieve this, a semantic approach was adopted, where keywords in 

models would trigger the creation of specific objects within the game. 

Other lesser features of the game include a number of HLSL effects which are responsible for shading 

every surface in the game, XACT sound, and XInput which are detailed in the later Effects, XACT and 

XInput sections respectively. 
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3 Program Structure 
The Games structure is highly optimised, consisting of only four classes - some of which are dependent 

on external utility and game engine classes. A detailed description of the engine used for Overhaul was 

given in “CS1122 Real-Time Shadow Effects with DirectX” [David Beirne – University of Abertay Dundee. (2007), CS1122 

Programming Games For PC & Xbox – Programming Report: Real-Time Shadow Effects with DirectX, University of Abertay Dundee]. 

3.1 Wheel Class 

The Wheel class is little more than a struct to hold a PhysX NxWheelShape reference, the rotation 

value of the wheel and its final world matrix stored in a D3DXMatrix. The NxWheelShape class is a 

relatively new shape introduced into the PhysX API used to simulate ray-cast wheels with the ability to 

use complex tyre simulations. “NxWheelShape has radius, width, suspension travel distance, and 

suspension spring.”[Ageia Technologies (2006), Lesson 701 – Wheel Shapes, Ageia PhysX API  Documentation]. The NxWheelShape 

wheel simulation is controllable by setting the setMotorTorque, setBrakeTorque and setSteerAngle 

methods. Wheels are created within the Game class when calling AddWheeltoActor(); 

3.2 Car Class 

The Car class describes each car within the game, encapsulating all of the non-graphical properties, 

methods and data needed to map the simulation data into graphical data in the scene. Each car 

contains an array of 4 wheel instances, an NxActor which describes the body in the simulation this is 

either a convex hull or a rigid box depending on a parameter used when creating the car. The car also 

contains its current state, its position in the world, its forward / view vector and the methods to 

update its internal state and to steer the car to a specific destination. Cars are created within the game 

class when calling the CreateCar() function. 

3.3 Track Interface Class 

The track interface class is used to describe the track to the AI players. The track interface represents a 

double-linked list of interfaces which describe the bounds of sectors along the track, along with data 

about that section of the track, including the racing line position, overtaking line position and the 

optimal motor and brake torque for the car at that section of the track. This class is heavily based on 

that described by Gari Biasillo of Electronic Arts [Gari Biasillo - EA. (2002) , AI Game Programming Wisdom, Charles River Media]. 

Its use is described more fully (and diagrammatically) in section 9.2. Track interfaces are created in the 

Game class when calling the loadAITrackMeshData() function. 

3.4 Game Class 

The majority of Overhaul is handled in the Game class. The Game class is responsible for loading, 

updating, rendering and clearing all game data. The game is also responsible for running the PhysX 

simulation and the AI. An extremely centralised approach was taken in designing Overhaul where the 

Game class serves as the main focal point – this was both to increase speed of development and 

legibility of code as the program is not spread through a large number of files. While for a larger 

application it may be sensible to split the game into various sub classes, such as a loader, renderer, 

physics controller and AI component, in this case, the code is sufficiently compact to fit in a single 

class. 
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3.4.1 Game Methods 

The Game class is a derived concrete implementation of the virtual Application class described by 

the game engine. This means that the Game class must provide a body to the virtual methods 

initialise(), frame(), and shutdown() methods defined and called automatically by the Application in 

its Loop() method which represents a single program loop execution.  Initialise() is called once 

before entering the message handling loop and is responsible for loading and initialising all data 

prior to the main loop. The frame() method is called every loop, this is responsible for enacting all 

per-frame changes to the application. Finally the shutdown() method is called automatically on 

exiting the message handling loop, this method is responsible for cleaning up any memory used by 

the Application and making sure the program is ready to exit. Within this basic framework a 

number of sub-functions are called – these are described in more detail, when appropriate, in later 

sections. 

3.5 Utility Classes 

The Overhaul project also contains a filter called Util which contains a number of utility classes. 

These classes are currently outside of the engine but may become a part of it in the future. For 

example Util contains CGE_XINPUT and CGE_XACT; Input and Sound classes which allow the game to 

use the XACT and XINPUT which are the new replacements for DirectInput and DirectSound in the 

DirectX API respectively. Another Utility is the CGE_Keyboard class which is used instead of the 

DirectInput based keyboard from the engine, thus eradicating the need for the now legacy 

DirectInput API features.  

3.5.1 XInput 

XInput is a library used to access Xbox 360 controllers from Windows. Due to Microsoft’s “Games 

for Windows Live” intuitive, XInput, which was previously part of the XDK (Xbox Development Kit) 

has become a part of the standard DirectX API, and is encouraged over the use of DirectInput in 

current and future applications. Due to Overhaul being an Arcade Racing game, it is much better 

suited for controller input rather than the more traditional keyboard / mouse. For this reason 

Overhaul has been designed with an Xbox 360 controller in mind. While it is possible to play the 

game with the keyboard it is not encouraged. 

The CGE_XINPUT class provides a wrapper interface to the XInput library functions which allow up 

to four Xbox 360 controllers to be polled. XInput also allows force feedback to be sent to the 

controller. CGE_XINPUT also allows for more advanced controller queries such as button states 

being pressed, released, down or up whereas XInput only allows a test of down and up.   

3.5.2 XACT 

XACT is “a GUI-driven audio content creation system, XACT enables audio designers to load wave 
files into groups, organize the files into discrete "cues" that can be activated by in-game events, and 
create transitions between cues. XACT also enables designers to define variables that can be 
changed in-game to modify audio settings. With these advanced tools, an audio designer might, for 
example, design a set of car engine sounds for a racing game, and through the use of a variable, 
cause the car engine sounds to increase or decrease in pitch and volume as the variable is 
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controlled in-game by the XACT engine.” [Audio Overview, MSDN (2007) http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-

us/library/bb195055.aspx, Microsoft] 

The CGE_XINPUT class provides a wrapper interface to an XACT Engine, which is used to load and 
playback cues from a wave and sound bank. 

3.5.3 PhysX Utils 

The “PhysX Utitils” filter contains a number of useful classes used in the PhysX samples but are not  

part of the PhysX API. The Cooking class is a wrapper for the PhysX NxCooking library, it allows the 

data from convex and triangle meshes to be pre-calculated (or cooked) prior to running the 

application. The Stream classes allow memory to be written to and read from the hard drive once 

“cooked”. 

NxWheelDesc is a wrapper created by AGEIA in the PhysX tutorials which allows a wheel to be 

described to the PhysX API but isn’t a part of the API itself. The NxWheelDesc is also capable of 

validating a wheel description which is useful during development. 

4 PhysX Integration & Track Editing 
The AGEIA PhysX physics API was used for rigid body dynamics and its vehicle simulation. In order to 

communicate the scene to the PhysX API, a set of semantics and specific mesh files were defined, with the 

aim to creating tracks (or other scenes) as quickly and easily as possible, essentially enabling a track artist 

to define gameplay elements without programming.  

4.1 Loading Game Data from Meshes 

When the Game begins four .X files are loaded in, each .X file has a specific function in creating the final 

scene. The meshes are as follows: 

4.1.1 Visible Track Mesh 

The visible track mesh contains all geometry that is visible to the player, this can be physics linked 

geometry or standard geometry. When loading the visible track file in the Game method 

loadVisibleTrackMeshData(), the program searches through each meshes name comparing it to a set of 

pre-defined mappings, these are “Box_”, ”Sphere_”, ”Capsule_” and “Convex_” as defined in the 

meshToActorMap array in “Game.h”. Each of these keywords triggers the game to create an instance of 

the visiblePhysicsActor structure which pairs a PhysX NxActor with a sub-mesh from the file and pushes it 

onto a vector list called visibleActors.  

The NxActor is then initialised with the actor type corresponding to its name, i.e. “Box_” will use the 

member Game function CreateBox()  which creates and returns a Box PhysX Actor with attributes specified 

as parameters to the function call. The parameters sent to the function call match the attributes of the 

mesh specified; for example the actors’ world matrix and dimensions will be those of the mesh. A similar 

process is used for “Sphere_”, and “Capsule_” where the Game member functions CreateSphere() and 

CreateCapsule() are called accordingly. “Convex_” is slightly more complex because the mesh itself (rather 

than its attributes) is sent to the Game member function GenerateConvexFromDXMesh(). In this function, 
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the mesh is decomposed and packed into a memory buffer which is then sent into PhysX for cooking, after 

the memory is “cooked”, PhysX calculates a convex hull from all of the vertices provided. 

With the visibleActors list now populated during initialisation, drawing the meshes is as simple as looping 

through the array and setting the meshes world matrix to that of the current actor before drawing its 

geometry. 

 // Update and Draw The Visible Mesh 

 visibleTrackFile->update(); 

 numTrackMeshesRendered = 0; 

 for(UINT i = 0; i < visibleActors.size(); i ++) 

 { 

  if(visibleActors[i]->actor) 

{ 

// Retrieve world matrix from PhysX Actor into Mesh 

visibleActors[i]->actor->getGlobalPose().getColumnMajor44(*visibleActors[i]->mesh-

>ppFrameMatrices[0]); 

  } 

 } 

 

 visibleTrackFile->Render(); 

 

This is a powerful tool, by simply naming meshes in the modelling program, it is possible to create a scene 

containing any number and variety of rigid bodies as and where they are wanted. 

4.1.2 Collision Track Mesh 

In order to optimize the use of the PhysX simulation, collision geometry has been created for collisions 

with the track and its surroundings. PhysX is capable of per-triangle collision detection but It is much more 

efficient to provide it with a set of low polygon convex hulls which describe the level geometry in enough 

detail to make reactions look realistic, All collision geometry is assumed to be invisible and static.  

Collision geometry is loaded in using the loadCollisionTrackMeshData() member function of game. This 

function is very similar to the loadVisibleTrackMeshData() function described above except that it only 

looks for the word “Collision_” and only creates static convex hulls for meshes whose name is prefixed with 

“Collision_”. Collision geometry is static and invisible, so once it’s passed into the PhysX simulation it is no 

longer needed. At present the Collision geometry mesh is not cleared until the application closes, which 

allows the collision geometry to be rendered for debugging purposes, but it would be possible to delete it 

at the initialisation stage to free up the memory it uses. 

4.1.3 AI Track Data 

The Aim of the AI track data mesh is to provide an easily editable means of getting the track representation 

data into the game. The AI track date defines the edges of the track as a series of meshes whose name is 

prefixed with either “Left_” or “Right_” denoting which side of the track they represent. A pair of a Left 

and a Right makes up the outer edges of an interface (a slice across the track). Interfaces are integral to the 

AI technique described in the later section, and the ability to place and tweak them in a drag, and drop 

environment could be a great advantage when perfecting tracks. AI track data is loaded in the Game 
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member function loadAITrackMeshData(). At present the AI track data only describes the left and right 

edges of each interface, and other data, such as racing line positions and speeds are set to default. In 

future developments, a further state would come after loading the AI track data mesh which would allow 

the developer to set and save a racing/ overtaking line by recording themselves driving around the track. 

The implementation of this is somewhat trivial but it was not achieved before the assignment deadline. 

4.1.4 Start Grid Data 

The final mesh file used to obtain track data is the Start Grid Mesh, this contains a starting transformation 

for a car. For every mesh in the Start Grid .x file prefixed with the word “Start_” a car instance is created 

and transformed to that meshes position and orientation, essentially spawning a new car wherever a 

“Start_” mesh is created by an artist. 

4.2  Putting it all together 

With the four types of mesh described above, it is possible to create any track for Overhaul or even to 

create scenes and levels that do not contain a track at all, but will react accordingly to rigid body dynamics 

and vehicle simulation. While one track was made for Overhaul, this property is yet to be exploited. Below 

is a diagrammatic overview of the Overhaul modelling pipeline: 

 
 

 
 

 

1. Create Visible  Mesh Geometry 
1D Time Sample 

2. Create Convex Collision Meshes 

3. Add AI Left and Right track edges. 4. Add Staring Grid Meshes to Spawn Cars 
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Each of these steps are exported to separate .x files which are then read by the game in order to initialise 

the track, physics and AI. 

5 Effects 
Overhaul uses effects to render every surface in the game. While the majority of surfaces use a 

default effect (described below), certain surfaces use more advanced shading models. This section 

describes the effects used to describe the rendering of each polygon in Overhaul.  

5.1 Default Effect 

In the current build, ‘default.fx’ describes a very simple Blinn-Phong [James F. Blinn (1977). "Models of light reflection 

for computer synthesized pictures". Proc. 4th annual conference on computer graphics and interactive techniques] shading model (as used 

by the fixed function pipeline) with one point light and one texture channel. The reason for using 

‘default.fx’ as opposed to the fixed function pipeline is that by modifying a single effect file, the 

lighting model for the majority of the game can be changed. 

5.2 Sky Effect 

The first original effects created for Overhaul was the sky effect. The sky effect has two main 

properties, firstly to use the vertex shader to position the sky box geometry at the cameras position 

using the vertex shader, and secondly to display a day-to-night cycle.  

In order to create skybox geometry, a small cube was created with each normal facing inwards. The 

vertex shader then positions each vertex relative to the view position which is accessed by the effect 

file via a semantic mapping: 

uniform extern  float4 viewPos : WORLDCAMERAPOSITION 

 

... 

 

VS_OUTPUT vs_main(VS_INPUT Input){ 

    

   VS_OUTPUT Out; 

   // Lock the environment around the camera 

   Input.Pos = mul(Input.Pos + viewPos,matWorldViewProj); 

   Out.Pos = Input.Pos; 

   Out.texCoord = float2(time * speed,-Input.Colour.y); 

 

   return Out; 

} 

 

In order to represent a day-night cycle, a single 2D texture was created which portrayed the colour of 

the sky over the period of 24 hours in 1 Dimensional slices. The texture coordinates stored in the sky 

mesh are set to sample the whole of the textures height and one pixel of its width (a single slice of 

the texture). As the games time elapses, the coordinate sampled from the U (X-Axis) of the texture 

increases effectively shifting the visible section of the sky texture along by one pixel. Due to the 

textures sample state WRAP, this creates an infinitely looping day-night sequence: 

http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?doid=563858.563893
http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?doid=563858.563893
http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?doid=563858.563893
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Once the texture coordinates have been determined by the vertex shader, they are passed through 

to the pixel shader, which samples the texture at the input position and returns its colour. Z-Writing 

is disabled when rendering the sky box, and it is rendered fist so that its depth on the Z buffer does 

not interfere with other objects in the scene, creating the illusion of an infinite sky which changes 

over time. 

5.3 Car Light Effect 

The car light effect allows the cars lights to be turned on and off via the GPU. This effect is similar to 

an animated sprite. By providing an offset to the texture coordinates of the parts of the car with the 

light material applied to them along with a sprite-sheet style texture: 

 

This texture is deliberately placed so each light image occupies 25% of the whole image and displays 

the on and off state of the lights. Once the texture was created, it can be referenced by the car light 

effect material which was applied to the light subsets of the car model: 

U 

V 

1D Time Sample (Above Wrapped)     
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The screen shot above shows the unwrapped UV coordinates of the headlight of the car model 

(outlined in green). The Edit UVW’s window shows where these coordinates are mapped to the 

texture (also outlined in green). As the texture is set up so that 50% of the height is the on state and 

50% the off state, switching between the two can be achieved by increasing or decreasing the V (Y) 

texture coordinate of the light by 50% (or 0.5 in texture space), as the Vertex shader shows: 

// Variable accessed by program for switching lighs on/off 

bool bLightOn = false; 

 

.... 

 

pixelInput VS(vertexInput IN)  

{ 

    pixelInput OUT = (pixelInput)0; 

    // Transform position into view space 

 OUT.pos = mul(IN.pos,worldViewProj); 

 // If the light is on, offset the Y texture coordinate by 50% 

 if(bLightOn)                     

  IN.tex0.y += 0.5f; 

 

 OUT.tex0 = IN.tex0; 

 return OUT; 

} 

 

As with the sky effect, the pixel shader simply returns the pixel colour sampled from the texture at 

the offset texture coordinate. 

5.4 Bridge Sign Effect 

The bridge sign effect is almost identical to the sky effect except it samples a rectangular section of a 

long texture.  
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As time increases the offset of the U (X) coordinate is increased, which samples a section further 

along the texture, as the texture state is set to WRAP, this creates an infinitely scrolling marquee 

effect, used to liven up the track model.  

5.5 Car Paint Effect 

The Car Paint effect is a cube-mapped reflection shader which is combined with a diffuse texture 

sample.  

5.6 Water Effect 

The water effect uses cube-mapped reflection (similar to that in the car paint effect) along with a 3D 

normal map texture. A 3D texture consists of a stack of 2D textures representing slices through a 3D 

object. As time increases, the position in this stack (the W coordinate) is increased and the vertex 

shader samples a different normal map. The normal map was created by ATI (now Intel) and ships 

with the RenderMonkey shader authoring tool.  

6 Racing AI  
The high-level goal of Racing AI can be expressed succinctly by the phrase “drive around a track as quickly 

as possible without crashing”. This then raises the following questions “how does the AI know that it’s on 

the track?”, “how does the AI know which way to go?”, ”How does the AI drive the car?” and “how does it 

avoid collisions?”. The key to answering these questions lie in two distinct solutions; the representation of 

the Track and the Driver Model used to control the Car. 

6.1 Track Representation  

Since the majority of racing occurs on a track, one of the most important elements in creating a working 

racing game is the design of the data structure to represents the track. 

Gari Biasillo of Electronic Arts Canada provides a series of articles on track representation and racing AI 

logic published in “AI Game Programming Wisdom” by Charles River Media. Biasillo concisely describes a 
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track represented by a double-linked list of sectors which are described by interfaces, which in tern identify 

the racing track where trailing and leading interfaces are shared to reduce memory usage.  Each sector of 

the track consists of 4 planes, which describe the bounds of the track at the current sector (where each 

sector must be convex), a driving line node and an overtaking line node.  

Each line node contains its starting world position, its lengths, and a forward and right direction vector. The 

forward vector is found by subtracting the sectors start position and end position (start position + length) 

and then normalising it after zeroing its Y component. The right vector is perpendicular to the forward 

vector and is used to describe how far the AI car is from the racing line. The reason for zeroing the Y 

component of the forward and right vector is to simplify calculating the cars orientation relative to the XZ 

plane. By also projecting the cars forward vector onto the XZ plane, the problem becomes 2D. 

 

Aside from a geometric representation of the track, Biasillo also proposes that further data is provided to 

the AI by each sector. These include a “Path Type” value which describes the path ahead, allowing the AI to 

make decisions in the event of multiple racing lines, a “Terrain Type” which would allow a car to determine 

whether it was capable of traversing the next sectors terrain (if for example it was damaged or the terrain 

was too rugged). “Walls” which allow the AI to know if it should keep to one edge so as not to be hit into 

walls by opponents. “Hairpin Turn” which allows the AI driven car to shorten its viewing vector so that it 

doesn’t try to take a shortcut across a hairpin (due to the opposite side being closer to the next edge as the 

crow flies). Finally a “Break/Throttle” value which could be used to specify the state of the cars breaks from 

-1.0 (full throttle) to 1.0 (full breaks). These flags, or similar, would also be useful in a rally game where the 

co-driver must yell out instructions to the player on the upcoming corners and dangers. [Gari Biasillo - EA. (2002) , AI 

Game Programming Wisdom, Charles River Media] 

Biasillo’s suggested track representation is a very elegant solution and has been refined and adopted by 

Overhaul in the TrackInterface class. In Overhaul, the interfaces and their left and right edges are modelled 
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with along with the 3D track in a 3D Modelling package and exported to an AI Mesh, this enables very fast 

track editing and tweaking using a point and click interface. By default, Overhaul creates a racing line going 

through the centre of each interface, and an overtaking line half way between that and the left edge. 

However a racing and overtaking line could be “recorded” from the players actions as they drive around 

the track. 

 

6.2 AI Driver Model 

The most common way to represent an AI controlled car is in exactly the same way as the car is 

represented to the player. That is, the AI is able to control a car by inputting numerical values to the 

cars control interface. In Overhaul the player has an analogue trigger or button for accelerating which 

transmits values within the range of 0.0 (stopped) to 100.0 (full throttle). The player also has a break 

which ranges from 0.0 to 100.0 from off to fully engaged. Steering is represented by a -1.0 to 1.0 range 

from fully left to fully right and any direction between. The car in Overhaul also has a Reverse and 

Drive gear which are activated with the ‘A’ and ‘B’ button respectively.   

The aim of the driving model is to convert information about the cars current speed, position and 

distance from the racing line to input analogous to a users input. The advantage of this is that the 

game only needs one “Car” class which can be controlled by either AI or a player through a common 

interface. “Like most driving games…it was a case of getting the AI to follow the racing line. This is 

where the driving model comes in. The model takes information about the car’s state e.g. position, 

speed; and the racing line in the vicinity. Using that information, it calculates controls for the car i.e. 

left/right/accelerate/brake. This I’m sure is typical of driving games.” [Jeff Hannan - CodeMasters. (~2000) ,AI Junkie 

Interview, http://www.ai-junkie.com/misc/hannan/hannan.html]. In Overhaul, all cars are driven with a common DriveCar() 

method in the Game class. 

6.2.1 AI Driver Decision Making 

It is common for a driving model to utilize finite state machine (FSM) logic in order to make decisions. 

In Overhaul the Driver model has 5 states, enumerated as CarStates in “Car.h”, these are described in 

the following sections: 

6.2.1.1  STATE_STARTING_GRID 

Each car begins in this state. The cars must wait at their starting positions for a countdown of 4 

seconds. When the countdown is complete the car enters its racing state. 

6.2.1.2 STATE_RACING 

The racing state is the main state of the driver model. The aim of the racing car is to steer towards 

the racing line at the speed specified by the current track interface. This state also checks how 

many wheels of the car are on the track – if all four wheels are off the track, the car is airborne so 

enters the airborne state. 
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6.2.1.3 STATE_AIRBORNE 

The aim of the airborne state is to prepare an airborne car for a safe landing. In order to land safely, 

a car should straighten out its steering and increase its acceleration. Once all wheels hit the ground, 

the car is no-longer airborne. 

6.2.1.4 STATE_FINISHED 

The car has finished when it has completed the designated number of laps of the track. In the 

current version of Overhaul, a finishing car is recorded and the car is reset to begin racing again, 

creating an infinite set of races. A message box notifies the player if they have completed or lost the 

race.  

Each State has a corresponding function which is called by the RunAI() method of the Game class. 

After deciding which state the AI Driver is in, the RunAI() method also performs two additional tests: 

6.2.2 Recovering lost cars 

There is always a possibility that an AI car can come off the track or get lost especially when there 

are numerous AI agents in play. Sometimes cars get barged off the track, sometimes they hit 

another car in an attempt to overtake, sometimes they land a jump badly, and sometimes they spin 

out of control. For all these situations, there is the car recovery AI.  

In the current build of Overhaul, the recovery AI is fairly simple but also very effective. If 5 seconds 

have elapsed since the car last got to a new track interface, the car assumes it is stopped, flipped or 

stuck. The first thing a lost car tries to do is reverse for two seconds. If a car has become stuck 

against a wall, reversing will often free it. If the car is still stuck after reversing, it is reset by calling 

its recover() method. This method sets the car back on the racing line of the next track interface 

from the one it left, allowing it to continue. 

6.3 Racing 

Once the track and AI Driver have been modelled, its time to start racing! But before the AI drivers can be 

set loose there are a few final problems to solve. 

6.3.1 Determining the current Track sector 

The car must have some way to know which sector it is in, or more importantly, which sector is coming 

next. In Overhaul, this function is updateCarTrackPosition() which is called in the Game class every frame 

for every car. All cars store a pointer to their current Track interface, at the beginning of the race; this is 

always the start line track interface (as stored in startLine reference of the Game class) as all cars start 

behind the starting line. The dot-product half-space test was exploited to determine if the car is coming up 

to the next sector, as the following test is carried out:  

1. Firstly all positions are projected onto the X,Z plane, this simplifies the test to a 2D (vector) problem 

over the more complex 3D (plane) operation. 

2. Normals from each edge of the interface are then calculated perpendicular to the edge, facing 

inwards towards the center of the sector.  
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3. Finally a vector is constructed from each normal to the cars position, If the dot product between 

the car and all four of these normal’s is greater than 0, the car is inside the sector. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As the above diagram shows, a car is inside a section if the dot product between each sections inward 

facing normal and the vector created by subtracting the cars position from the normals origin is greater 

than 0. 

6.3.2 Following the racing Line 

Overhaul uses a single method to find the steering value which will drive the car to its destination. When 

racing this destination is usually the racing line of the current track interface. The Car class’ steerToTarget() 

method is described below: 

float Car::steerToTarget(D3DXVECTOR3& dest) 

{ 

 D3DXVECTOR3 DestForward, cp, m_forward; 

 

 DestForward = dest - position_proj; 

 m_forward = forward - position_proj; 

 DestForward.y = 0.0f; 

 m_forward.y = 0.0f; 

 D3DXVec3Normalize(&DestForward,&DestForward); 

 D3DXVec3Normalize(&m_forward,&m_forward); 

 

 // Compute the sine between current & Destination 

 D3DXVec3Cross(&cp,&m_forward,&DestForward); 

 float steer = D3DXVec3Length(&cp) * m_SteerConvert; 

 

 //Steer left or right? 

 if(cp.y < 0.0f){ steer = -steer;} 

 

 steer = clamp(steer,-1.0f,1.0f); //Clamp to acceptable steer value. 

 

 return steer; 

 

}  

 

In this function dest is the destination position to steer to, forward is the forward (view) vector of the car, 

position_proj is the position of the car projected onto the X,Z plane and m_SteerConvert is a pre-set scaler 

used to dictate the maximum steering angle per frame. 

 

Car 

Track Interface 
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6.3.3 Overtaking 

Every time a car enters a sector, that sectors carCount is incremented, every time a car leaves a sector, it is 

decremented. If an AI Driver is entering a sector which is occupied by one or more cars, it attempts to use 

the overtaking line to overtake the cars in the sector. 

7 Critical Appraisal 

7.1 Code organisation 

In this assignment, I used an organisational style somewhat different to the strictly object oriented 

approach I normally adopt. I chose to centralize the majority of the game into a single class. While this 

would not normally be considered best-practice in terms of object oriented programming, I think the result 

is fairly successful in this instance. The ability to see most of the games code in one place allowed me to 

easily see redundant or superfluous code, and made refactoring a very simple process. While the ability to 

access most of the data structures from one place made writing, and prototyping code very quick, as there 

was no need to write, or sift through, access methods. While I still would not recommend this organization 

for a larger project, it was successful in creating a very concise and readable application. 

One of the drawbacks of writing in this style is code explosion, where perhaps more the addition of many 

more functions would cause the game class to be swamped. Also, while I kept the AI, Physics, and 

Rendering methods as separate as they could be, the reusability of the code is fairly low. 

7.2 Efficiency 

7.2.1 Rendering Efficiency 

A number of techniques were used to increase rendering efficiency in Overhaul:  

1. The game engine automatically sorts subsets in the render list by material, reducing costly GPU 

render state changes.   

2. All meshes used have a very low polygon count, and most share a common ‘default’ material which 

describes a conservative lighting model. 

3. All textures in the game were created in power of 2 dimensions, at quite low resolutions, and 

compressed to the DDS (direct draw surface) format preferred by DirectX. 

4. Only one car mesh was used (and repositioned) to render all cars on the track. 

However there were a few areas that could have been improved: 

1. The track mesh should have been sub-divided into special sections in an Occtree, BSP tree or 

similar. 

2. Repeating elements of the track mesh could have been instanced (such as the lamp posts and side 

fences). 

3. Early rejection could have been used more often to prevent drawing non-visible objects. 
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7.2.2 PhysX Efficiency 

In order to increase PhysX efficiency, a set of convex collision meshes were modelled with a very low 

polygon count, which were then ‘cooked’ prior to entering the application loop. Convex hull collision is far 

more efficient than the per-triangle tests that would have been needed had there not been collision 

meshes, but, if used shrewdly can create very similar results. 

7.2.3 AI Efficiency 

A lot of effort went into making the AI is as efficient as possible: 

1. As much track data was pre-calculated during the initialisation of the track as possible this reduced 

the per-frame CPU load.  

2. Coherence was used to reduce track interface searches when determining which sector each car 

occupies. 

3. No ray casting or bounding volume tests are performed by the AI. 

4. When determining each cars track sector, the test was reduced from a 3D special test to a 2D test 

by projecting all values onto the XZ plane; this reduced the complexity of the test. 

5. The AI did not need any knowledge of other cars on the track that was not provided by its current 

track sector. 

 

7.3 Alternative strategies 

There are a wide range of alternative strategies in creating racing AI. In my previous research, I came 

across a range of different approaches, including the following: 

7.3.1 Genetic Algorithms 

Genetic algorithms have been used to breed racing cars both for games and even in real life. Genetic 

Algorithms can be seen as an optimisation search algorithm which uses successive generations of agents, 

based on biological organisms, to find the most favourable solution from a great number of possibilities. 

Due to the relatively limited number of possible tuning options provided by most racing games, it is 

possible to propose the use of a Genetic Algorithm to find the best possible tuning options for a race on a 

given track in given conditions. In fact a similar approach has been taken by the Digital Biology Group who 

created a GA based “evolving car” which gained first place in a simulation of the Silverstone racing track 

(created by Electronic Arts). When pitted against an F1 car tuning expert and a car tuned by a research 

team, even managing to beat the real-life track record on the Silverstone track by almost a second. [Wired. 

(2004) ,Breeding Race Cars to Win,  http://www.wired.com/cars/energy/news/2004/06/63900] 

7.3.2 Neural Networks 

A neural network usually consists of an input layer and an output layer, connected by one or more hidden 

layers. There can be any number of neurons in the network and any number of hidden layers. It is common 

practice to use the minimum number of neurons required to solve the problem. Jeff Hannan of 

CodeMasters describes his approach to creating a neural network based driver model as “experimental...I 

basically started at the most simple structure, and added more neurons until performance increased no 

further”. [Jeff Hannan, CodeMasters. (~2000) ,AI Junkie Interview, http://www.ai-junkie.com/misc/hannan/hannan.html]  
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For a racing game the inputs would be values such as the cars current distance from the racing line, its 

current acceleration, its current breaking value, the position of the player, the roughness of the ground 

below it, the amount of damage to the cars chasse etc. “I experimented with every input I could think of 

and calculate. Adding an extra input parameter and running the process described above should give 

better performance, provided that input contains some relevant information that helps the network 

classify the outputs. However, it’s ideal to use as few inputs as necessary... I can’t say exactly which inputs I 

used, as that’s commercially sensitive information you know. But, the particular ones I settled on were 

really down to the nature of the physics model in the game. They will probably be different anyway for any 

other driving game or simulation.” [Jeff Hannan, CodeMasters. (~2000) ,AI Junkie Interview, http://www.ai-

junkie.com/misc/hannan/hannan.html] 

The outputs from the neural network would be the resulting action taken by the driver model. In this case, 

the controller values such as steer -0.4, accelerate 0.9 break 0.1 etc. The difficulty comes in finding the 

layer or layers between the input and output which decide how the output is reached. 

Each input is sent to every neuron in the hidden layer and then each hidden layer’s neuron’s output is 

connected to every neuron in the next layer. There can be any number of hidden layers within a feed 

forward network but one is usually enough to suffice for most problems.  

Once the neural network has been established it needs to be trained. One way of doing this is initialize the 

neural net with random weights and then feed it a series of inputs which represent, all possible 

configurations. For each configuration we check to see what its output is and adjust the weights 

accordingly so that whenever it sees something looking like a “right turn” it outputs a 1 and for everything 

else it outputs a zero. This type of training is called supervised learning and the data we feed it is called a 

training set. There are many different ways of adjusting the weights, the most common for this type of 

problem is called ‘back propagation’. 

Hannan makes clear that the use of neural networks should be limited to a specific problem. “The neural 

nets are constructed with the simple aim of keeping the car to the racing line. They are effectively 

performing that skill. I felt that higher level functions like overtaking or recovering from crashes should be 

separated from this core activity. In fact, I was able to work out fairly simple rules to perform these tasks.” 

[Jeff Hannan, CodeMasters. (~2000) ,Generation5 Interview, http://www.generation5.org/content/2001/hannan.asp] 

8 Critical Evaluation 
 

8.1 PhysX Integration & Track Editing 

The PhysX Integration and Track Editing feature was very successful. It is now possible to put tracks 

together in a very intuitive way. While I lack the artistic talent, and the time, to create more complex and 

interesting track models, the possibilities are very exciting. As an idea, using the 3d modelling package as a 

level editor was somewhat of a shortcut, to avoid writing an entire level editor for the game. It did prove to 

be useful, but also showed its limitations. One such limitation is the amount of data that can be stored in a 
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meshes name (256 characters). While useful for scenes containing rigid body data, Its use would be 

somewhat more limited given a more complex set of semantics which included a more precise description 

of the physics actor such as a joint or a spring. One solution may be to reference a script file from the name 

of the model, but then again that may just bring the idea full circle, back to manual text file editing.  

8.2 Racing AI 

The Racing AI is successful in most areas but falls short in others. While, in general the AI Cars behave in an 

acceptable manner, the technique used is somewhat of an abbreviated version of that described by Biasillo 

in Game Programming Wisdom. Some shortcuts have been taken due to time restraints, which have had 

the accumulative effect of lowering the standard of behaviour exhibited by the AI Drivers.  For example, at 

present racing, overtaking lines and the optimal car state at each interface are not recorded but set to 

defaults; this means that the AI cars follow the centre of the track at top speed as much as possible. While 

they do this effectively, this is not the optimal path and therefore means the AI is not behaving in the same 

way as a real race driver or another player would.  

Another shortcoming is that there is currently no mechanism in the game for handling overseer and under 

steer by the AI Racers, Biasillo again offers a solution but time restraints were pressing, for this reason AI 

cars can often be seen spinning out of control and crashing into each other. Another reason for them 

crashing into each other is the fact that there is no real car-to-car collision avoidance AI other than the 

overtaking line, again this shows room for improvement.   

Finally, there is a problem that sometimes a car will cross an interface but it will not be recorded, for the 

AI, this is not too much of a problem as they will drive back and cross it (although this is unrealistic), but for 

the player it means that they may continue driving around the track and not notice that their progression 

has been held back at an interface they missed. This may be due to the edges of the interfaces being 

manually placed, leaving room for the player car to go around the edge of a sector. 

9 Conclusion 
Overhaul was a very ambitious project, creating such a highly featured game with tight time restrictions 

ended up being more challenging than first expected, but I found that through perseverance and a lot of 

effort it was possible for me to make something close to a fully featured game. While there are many areas 

where the game can be refined and improved, I am content with what I have accomplished. 
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